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PG Voice

The 2012 Academy Award Nominations were 
announced last Tuesday. With so many surprise 
inclusions and shock eliminations, this year’s nominations 
will surely be known as 'The Year of the Snub'. Where to 
start?

Firstly, unlike the last two years, there were only 
nine films included in the main category of Best Picture. 
Many would have predicted that the tenth would be 
Golden Globe winner and box office hit The Adventures of 
Tintin, having Stephen Spielberg and Peter Jackson 
behind it. Not only was it ignored in the main category, but 
it failed to get a nomination in its home territory Best 
Animated Feature, with the Academy voters opting 
instead for Kung Fu Panda 2. Spielberg it seems is not a 
popular choice with Academy voters – he was also 
expected to be included in the Best Director category for 
War Horse, but was overlooked in this category also. 
Adding to this year’s inconsistency and perplexing 
nominations, The Ides of March received a nomination for 
Best Adapted Screenplay, yet it too failed to be included 
as the tenth nomination for Best Picture. In contrast, the 
popular literary adaptation The Help  received a Best 
Picture nod, but nothing for Best Adapted Screenplay. 
Furthermore, Hollywood itself was shocked at the 
inclusion   of  schmaltzy  drama   Extremely   Loud   and 

Incredibly Close  (another 
literary adaptation!), which was 
the last film nomination to be 
announced. Its inclusion is 
possibly due to the film’s 
potent 9/11 storyline, yet the 
surprise generated in 
Hollywood may be linked to 
the fact that it had opened to 
mixed reviews earlier this year 
and  had not  been  mentioned 

during the plethora of Awards ceremonies in the run up to 
the Oscar nominations. Thankfully, it’s director is British 
filmmaker Stephen Daldry, so the United Kingdom can be 
happy for its inclusion!

From an Irish perspective, the biggest shock of all 
was seeing Michael Fassbender – or The Fassbender, as 
he’s known to his fans – snubbed in the nomination for 
Best Actor, in favour of Mexican actor Demian Bichir for 
the virtually unknown (at least on this side of the Atlantic) 
A Better Life. Bichir’s performance in this American film 
represents  the  Academy’s  ‘indie / wildcard’  choice  this 

year; opting for Bichir’s performance over 
Fassbender’s widely praised portrayal of sex 
addiction in the British film Shame, the 
Academy again demonstrated its bias in 
favouring Hollywood productions. Fassbender 
was expected to receive a nomination, having 
earned praise in all the major European 
ceremonies in the run up to the Oscars 
nominations – winning the Silver Lion at the 
Venice Film Festival and British Actor of the 
Year (we’ll ignore the fact that he’s Irish!) at 
the London Critics Awards last week. All this 
on top of having his…ahem…‘talent’ praised 
by fellow actor/dreamboat George Clooney, 
who beat Fassbender for Best Actor at the 
Golden Globes two weeks ago. Another 
prominent actor this year was Ryan Gosling, 
who  suffered a  double snub by the Academy: 

Award Season Mary-Teresa Madders
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mutiny aboard a slaveship was famously ignored; while 
back in 2006, the homosexual drama Brokeback 
Mountain, a film which again won many European awards 
at festivals like Cannes and Venice, failed to win Best 
Picture. Another notable omission this year was the biopic 
J. Edgar, directed by Academy favourite Clint Eastwood, 
which failed to get nominated in any category, while its 
star Leonardo DiCaprio was also left out in the Best Actor 
category. Many believe it is again due to the controversial 
portrayal of the FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover, as a closet 
homosexual and cross-dresser.

Among the acting awards, the biggest surprise 
was undoubtedly Jonah Hill’s nomination for Best 
Supporting Actor in the American baseball drama 
Moneyball. Audiences are used to seeing him in gross-out 
guy comedies like Superbad  and Get Him to the Greek. 
For this film, Hill lost some weight, donned a suit and tie, 
and stood alongside Hollywood darling Brad Pitt in a 
sentimental true story of triumph against adversity: a 
winning formula for an Academy nomination it seems. A 
more cynical critic might claim that his inclusion was a 
‘superbad’ choice. Fortunately, Hill does not stand a 
chance against Kenneth Branagh and the great 
Christopher Plummer, who were both justly recognised for 
their performances in My Week With Marilyn  and 
Beginners  respectively. Plummer, most famous for his 
performance as Captain Von Trapp in possibly the 
greatest musical of all time The Sound of Music, is 
favourite to win the gold statuette on February 26th for his 
performance as a widowed father struggling with his 
sexuality.

The most bizarre of nominations has to be the 
Academy’s decision to name only TWO nominees for 
Best Song. Among those left out were former winner 
Elton John for his song in Gnomeo and Juliet, Mary J. 
Blige’s “Living Proof” in The Help, Globe winner Madonna 
for her song Masterpiece in W./E. and the Albert Nobbs’s 
theme song “Lay Your Head Down” (sung by Ireland’s 
own Sinéad O’Connor). Surely they could have included a 
few more just for the craic – or just to see another face-
off between the two biggest divas in showbiz, Elton John 
and Madonna.

Despite the snubs, shocks and surprises, there 
was some good news: the hilarious summer hit 
Bridesmaids  received nominations for Best Original 
Screenplay and Best Supporting Actress for Melissa 
McCarthy – an actress most famous for her smallscreen 
work in Mike and Molly and Gilmore Girls. Finally, cinema 
itself is being rewarded with The Artist  – a small film 
which pays homage to the Golden era of silent film – 
receiving 10 nominations and universally acknowledged 
as the leading contender in the race for Best Picture. Its 
two stars Jean Dujardin and Bérénice Bejo are 
nominated, while its French director is set to receive the 
award for Best Director. Only time will tell if the French 
can upset Hollywood and take home the top prizes in a 
contest which clearly favours its own players and 
productions. 

he was overlooked for his critically acclaimed 
performances in both The Ides of March  and 
Drive. This is perhaps a source of hurt for the 
talented actor who was also ignored last year 
for his performance in Blue Valentine. Gary 
Oldman, Brad Pitt, Jean Dujardin and George 
Clooney complete the list, with Clooney and 
Dujardin expected to fight it out for the prize 
for The Descendants  and The Artist 
respectively.

 There were no surprises among the 
five nominations for Best Actress – Glenn 
Close, Meryl Streep, Michelle Williams and 
Viola Davis were widely tipped to be 
nominated. It’s the battle of the biopic yet 
again, as Streep’s depiction of Margaret 
Thatcher goes up against Williams’ portrayal 
of   Marilyn   Monroe.   British   actress   Tilda 

Swinton was unfortunately overlooked for her 
performance in We Need To Talk About Kevin, 
in favour of American newcomer Rooney 
Mara and her dark portrayal in another of this 
year’s successful literary adaptations, The Girl 
With The Dragon Tattoo. Many commentators 
feel Mara thoroughly deserved her place 
among the nominees, but again one cannot 
ignore the politics of Academy voters in their 
preferance of American actors. There was 
some good news for Britain and Ireland – 
Janet McTeer was nominated for Best 
Supporting Actress for Albert Nobbs, which 
was filmed and is set in Ireland. McTeer will 
have a tough fight on her hands, as she faces 
two of the stars of The Help, Jessica Chastain 
and Octavia Spencer, with the latter being the 
favourite to take home the prize.

Aside from the Academy’s predilection 
for American cinema and American actors, 
one may also argue that films which explore 
tough, politically charged subjects are never 
justly rewarded by Academy voters. One could 
argue that McQueen’s exploration of the gritty 
subject of sex addiction never stood a chance. 
The Oscars have a history of ignoring 
controversial or scandalous subjects. 
Speilberg’s  film  Amistad  which  depicted a 
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Incredible India
Ríona Kelly

I may be a final year PhD student but that 
doesn’t mean that when the opportunity to take a three 
week trip to India in late December came along I 
hesitated for more than five seconds! To some it may 
seem a long way to go to get a bit of winter sunshine 
but India is actually a very affordable option for the 
impoverished student.

I booked my flights mid December and flew 
from Dublin with Air France via Paris to Bangalore on 
28th December. Flights are the big expense when 
travelling to India, mine set me back £450, not bad 
considering I bought them very close to the date of 
travel and the fact that prices often soar in December. 
Staying mostly in hotels we found along the way, and 
travelling by train and bus, we reckon our daily spend 
was about £20. That’s accommodation, transport, and 
three meals a day for two people! There were days 
when we spent more, as we took a few organised trips, 
and equally there were more frugal days.

We started our trip in Bangalore, staying 1.5 
days in India’s technology capital, a sprawling, bustling 
and quite intense city. From there we travelled by train 
to Mysore, and spent New Year’s Eve and January 1st 
in this historic city. Until 1947, Mysore was the capital 
of the Kingdom of Mysore and was ruled by the 
Wodeyar dynasty and every Sunday the majestic 
palace is illuminated for an hour. The Sunday we were 
there coincided with New Year’s Day and there were 
huge crowds that gathered at the palace to take in its 
glowing splendour.

We also took time to sample the delights of 
South Indian cuisine, such as the delicious thali 
(below) and scrumptious masala dosa.

After a few days in Mysore we decided 
that we needed to get to the beach so took a 
train back to Bangalore and caught an internal 
flight down south to Trivandrum. This set us back 
about £45 each. We spent the next week in 
Varkala, a small resort perched on top of a cliff 
overlooking the Arabian Sea. The clifftop is quite 
touristy but in a very relaxed and laid back kind 
of way with most travellers dividing their time 
between the beach, the many yoga classes on 
offer, and chilling in the bars and restaurants that 
line the cliff. 

For the more culturally minded, towards 
the main town of Varkala is Janardna Swami 
Temple, an important 2,000 year old shrine. At 
the bottom of the temple steps is a huge pond, 
overlooked by one of the best and most 
understated restaurants in the area, Sree 
Padman’s. There’s never a menu, just whatever 
they happen to be cooking that day, and it is 
always delicious. 

Having thoroughly chilled out and soaked 
up the sun in Varkala we caught a train north to 
Fort Cochin, a town full of echoes of its diverse 
history. Here we visited the Dutch Palace, walked 
through the old Jewish Quarter, saw the sunset 
over the Chinese fishing nets, and took a day trip 
through Kerala’s beautiful backwaters. 

The morning was spent navigating narrow 
canals with periodic stops to visit locals engaged 
in coir making, coconut shelling, and spice 
farming. After a delicious lunch of thali and a cool 
Kingfisher beer, we spent the afternoon cruising 
the wider canals, where most on board took the 
opportunity to have a wee siesta!
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Eager to make the most of our short trip we left 
Fort Cochin after only 2 days and headed north again, 
this time up the mountains, to the small town of Kalpetta. 
From here we organised a safari tour around the 
Wayanad Wildlife sanctuary, hoping to spot some wild 
elephants. We were in luck! 

The trip also took in a beautifully secluded 
waterfall, a botanical research centre, and a tea 
plantation. After 2 nights in Kalpetta we got a bus back to 
Mysore then headed back to Bangalore the following day 
to catch my flight home. Three weeks seemed like a decent amount of time before I left but considering the 
distances to be covered and amount of things to see and explore in India it really felt far too short. Guess 
I’ll just have to get the head down and finish this thesis so I can go back...

W./E. Paula Murphy

The story of King Edward VIIIth (James D'Arcy) and the 
American divorcée Wallis Simpson (Andrea Riseborough) is 
well-known as 'one of the greatest love stories of all times' : that 
of a king renouncing his throne for the woman he loves. Yet, 
Madonna manages to give it a new twist by paralleling Wallis' 
story with that of Wally, a young New-Yorker (Abbie Cornish), 
obsessed with all things relating to the Duchess of Windsor, 
and unhappy with her husband, a doctor (Richard Coyle).

As Wally discovers more about the 'true' story of her 
model lovers, so does the audience. It is at times a bit hard to 
get  it  all,  in  particular  the part  when Wallis and Edward met, 

and the scenes of domestic violence may be disturbing, but it is nonetheless entertaining. The way Wallis' 
and Wally's lives intertwine is especially interesting and well built, though it is precisely this coming back 
and forth between the two which can leave the audience sometimes a bit puzzled as to details of the 
chronology. The film sets out to tell the famous love story from the woman's perspective, thus adding a hint 
of feminism to it, since, as Wally herself says in the film to Mohamed Al-Fayed, we all know he gave up the 
throne for her, but no one ever wonders what she gave up for him.

"Training is everything. The peach was once a 
bitter almond; cauliflower is nothing but cabbage 

with a college education." Mark Twain

Quote of the month :
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The World Loves Sunken Ships: 
Loose Lips and Nautical Ingenuity 

Paul Murphy

This is not an article about cosmetic 
surgery, per se, although the issues may not 
deviate too far from those which surround body 
optimisation.

Picture the scene, January 2112 (looks 
strange, doesn’t it?). People are holidaying on 
the moon, they have computer-phone-life 
managers built into their heads, and cities are 
now floating to help avoid natural disasters.

On a similar note, there is a month of 
celebrations to start the year. Millions of euros 
(hmm, you’re starting to doubt this now, aren’t 
you?) have been spent creating a new museum 
and shrine in the Mediterranean. Plays have 
been written in connection with the event, a laser 
beam show will be conducted in space for the 
benefit of the thousands of visitors expected to 
join the party, celebrating the life of Costa 
Concordia.

Ok, maybe not.
It seems a peculiar reminder that the New 

Year’s first major international tragedy involved 
one of our most trusted, yet uncontrollable 
means of travel. Francesco Schettino has been 
much vilified for his alleged abandonment of the 
stricken vessel, not to mention the questions 
being posed regarding the general safety 
precautions of such cruise liners – built for 
pleasure, not safety, according to some.

Yet, for those of us in Belfast, the event 
perhaps compounded our mixed feelings over 
the Belfast Titanic Festival 2012. For many 
years, we’ve quipped that “it was fine when it left 
Belfast!”, and that the English captain and 
Canadian iceberg were to blame. What remains 
indisputable though is that we’re celebrating a 
sunken   ship,  indeed  one   that   was   bullishly 

declared ‘unsinkable’, and that led to the deaths of 
1517 people.

To date, the Costa Concordia’s crash has 
had 17 confirmed fatalities, and it’s impossible to 
imagine anything celebratory emerging from the 
almost-submerged wreckage. And naturally so, as 
families grieve and we all recall the risks that the 
travel brings, thanks to the treacherous nature of 
the elements, and the potential for human error 
despite all our technological advances. Indeed, 
most striking while watching the 24 hour news 
coverage and reading or listening to reports is that 
little seemed to have changed in terms of 
evacuating the passengers, as dangling lifeboats 
became hazardous as the boat capsized.

It seems fitting therefore to wonder what it is 
that Belfast is celebrating this year? Not failure or 
death, of course, but perhaps cockiness, re-
branded as engineering vision and human 
achievement.

This is not, of course, to knock the men and 
women of Harland & Wolff and their hard work 
building the ship. But while the festival will claim to 
commemorate the ship’s fateful maiden voyage, it 
seems just another example of tourist and capitalist 
culture going just a bit too far. Not that Belfast alone 
is to blame for the fascination and romanticism still 
attached to the Titanic, as exemplified, and perhaps 
amplified, by James Cameron’s Hollywood 
blockbuster of 1997. The world loves our sunken 
ship it seems.

So, apparently loose lips don’t sink ships, 
but rocks and icebergs do, and humans sometimes 
play their part. But are proper lifeboats too much to 
ask?
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David Rockefeller once said “Success in 
business requires training, discipline and hard work. 
But if you’re not frightened by these things, the 
opportunities are just as great today as they ever 
were”.  I suppose this is the greatest advice I can think 
of for 2012 as we turn our backs on the economic 
mess of 2011. Even with the dark clouds of the 
Eurozone crisis still looming over us, bright business 
prospects shouldn’t be considered fantasy for the 
coming year.

Negativity is an option that can be easily 
adopted in dark economic times. Success in business 
in 2012 will be heavily reliant on an organisation's 
attitude when operating within a market. A great 
example of a small company that is really pushing out 
its boundaries is Tubs Sweets.

Located in Co. Wicklow in the Republic of 
Ireland, Tubs Sweet is driven by entrepreneur Kevin 
Ginty. Kevin turned adversity into positive productive 
action after losing his import and distribution company 
in 2010 due to the harsh economic climate. Kevin’s 
positivity resulted in him turning a simple concept of 
packaging a range of people’s favourite old fashioned 
sweets that provide them with fond memories of their 
childhood and distributing them on a large scale 
across the Republic of Ireland. Kevin secured national 
distribution with Superquinn, Topaz and Daybreak 
where demand is constantly growing.

So how did Kevin turn a bad situation into a 
positive one? Judy Wilson who is category manager 

Positive Business 2012

Craig O'Mahony

from Topaz highlighted, “We were impressed by 
Kevin’s own work ethic and positive ‘can-do’ 
attitude. The tubs are not long in our stores and 
already the sales are phenomenal with the 
demand for the product increasing all the time”.

Tubs Sweets and Kevin Ginty is a great 
example of what is needed in order to overcome 
the tougher times that we will face economically 
in 2012. With the continued uncertainty 
surrounding large organisations that are strongly 
affected by the global financial crisis that is 
resulting in redundancies and recruiting freezes, 
I feel small to medium size enterprises (SME’s) 
can act as a lifeline for business prospects in this 
economic downturn. Their success provides 
hope that the impossible can be achieved.

When we look at it from another 
prospective, purpose can fuel this positivity 
needed in these tough times. Many of the 
biggest companies to date started off as small 
practices with a simple purpose. Microsoft for 
example had a purpose to “have a computer on 
every desk in every home” and Facebook to 
connect students throughout Harvard. These 
now Multi-national Enterprises have stayed true 
to their initial creation but have evolved and 
moved operations onto a much larger scale.

If you have a purpose in business that 
you truly believe in, the success of any venture 
becomes a lot more viable. No truer can this be 
seen then by co-founder of Innocent Smoothies, 
Richard Reed. Richard set up Innocent in 1999 
with two close friends from university. Richard 
highlights one of the fundamental reasons for 
Innocents success in turning over £175 million 
annually is staying true to their initial vision of 
selling healthy, sustainable and ethically 
produced fruit and vegetable drinks. It is their 
initial concept that keeps them motivated and 
drives them to further success.

It is from these success stories that hope 
and confidence can be restored in any 
entrepreneurial idea that you believe in and want 
to chase, even in difficult economic times. As one 
of the greatest automotive pioneers once said 
“think you can, or think you can’t, either way 
you’ll probably be right” - Henry Ford. 
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Florence on the Cheap Catherine McGurren

Looking for a cheap holiday to start off the 
new year but short on funds? Our reporter suggests 
a week in Florence for under £200.

Beating the January blues this year, I 
decided to take my other half on a relaxing trip to 
Florence, in the heart of Tuscany. Florence is 
known for its great culture, beautiful streets and 
fashionable people. After Christmas and the sales, I 
didn’t have the dough to be fabulous, so here’s my 
guide on having a great holiday on the cheap:

Return Ryanair flights Dublin – Pisa: £35 
per person (flying midweek is always cheaper, don’t 
book in a bag, and ensure your bag meets 
Ryanair’s onboard policy or you’ll end up having an 
unpleasant row at the gate)

Train ticket Pisa-Florence: €5 direct from 
Pisa airport, takes 1 hr (Buy from the machine 
beside the platform, it’s more expensive to purchase 
tickets at the airport desk)

Accommodation: We stayed at the Albergo 
San Giovanni for €50 per night (split between two, 
it’s cheaper than a hostel) This is a gorgeous little 
guesthouse, 700 years old, and we had amazing 
views over the Cathedral and the piazza. Yes it feels 
a little like sleeping in a convent, but the staff are 
wonderfully friendly and helpful. It’s a 10-minute 
dander from the train station, and as central as you 
can get in Florence.

The Uffizi Gallery: If you go in low season, 
there is no queue to get into the gallery, and student 
tickets cost €3. The Medici’s started this collection 
and all the Turtles are in here – Michelangelo, 
Donatello, Leonardo, and Raphael. My highlights 
were Botticelli’s Primavera  and The Birth of Venus. 
The other half loved the Giotto’s and the Hall of 
Statues. You could spend days in the Uffizi, it’s 
amazing.

Piazzale Michelangelo: This is a beautiful 
square high above Florence, giving magnificent 
views of the city and the surrounding hills. Only a €2 
bus ride, it’s a great way to spend an afternoon.

Santa Croce Basilica: An amazing warren 
of a place, with beautiful gardens, museums, a 
leather workshop, and the main church, which is the 
burial ground of Machiavelli, Michaelangelo, Galileo 
and Rossini.

Food: Food in Italy is cheap! You shouldn’t 
pay more than €6 for a pizza, and all coffees cost 
€1 if you stand at the bar (al banco). The Chianti is 
obviously amazing – I sampled many glasses on my 
trip, a carafe costs about €4. The only thing we got 
ripped off on was ice cream. We paid €16 for two – 
they must have seen the tourists coming. Cosi va il 
mondo!

We also spent a night in Pisa on the way 
back, and did the obligatory lean-on-the-tower 
photographs. Pisa is nice, but Florence is beautiful. 
Take a wee trip – just call it ‘research’.

View from Piazzale Michelangelo

View from Albergo San Giovanni

Travel tips : 
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Grabbing Some Bargains : the January Sales 

Whilst the news witters away about double-dip recessions, the apocalypse and the demise of the high 
street, Sally McGinty finds solace in the long and fabulous January sales, and shares her bargains.

Bertie Chelsea boots

House of Fraser

£59 (reduced from £119)

I love the burnt orange colour of these boots – 
they’ll jazz up some winter jumper dresses, 

and carry me through to Spring.

Grey cocoon coat

Zara

£39.99 (reduced from £89.99)

I’ve had my eye on this snuggly baby 
since the beginning of the season, 

and now it’s an absolute bargain, 
and so chic!

Basic black dress

H&M

£1.99 (reduced from £12.99)

Come on! Is this not the biggest 
wardrobe staple bargain you’ve 
ever seen outside Primani? 
Throw a bright cardigan over it, 
stick on a belt, tuck it in to 
jeans, wear it with flip flops and 
a tan. It’s cheaper than alcohol!

Fierce little black bag

Mango

£26.90 (reduced from £54.90)

This bag just oozes 80′s fabulousness. 
Wear it with anything!

Summer Dress (Summer is coming!)

Pull and Bear

£10 (was £20)

So I’m channelling crazy old lady chic this term, and I’m 
planning on wearing this with black tights and my bright 
orange Chelsea boots – the brighter the better for these 

rainy days!
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The French are celebrating the 'Chandeleur' - aka The 
Day of the Crêpes - on February 2nd and Pancake 
Tuesday is just around the corner... What better occasion 
to re-discover this  wonderful recipe ?

You need (for 4) :
- 250 gr. of flour
-  3 eggs
- ½ L. of milk
- a few drops of vanilla essence, 
Cointreau, cider or else for aroma.

1. Mix all the ingredients together until there are no lumps.
2. Leave the batter aside for a while, though it's ok if you don't have time.
3. In a hot non-stick pan, put one ladleful of batter.
4. When it is golden, flip over so that the other side is done too.

Fillings :
*savoury : for a better match, you can make the batter with buckwheat flour. Once you have 
flipped the crêpe over, and while it is still in the pan, add any fillings you feel like (ham, veggies, 
homemade tomato sauce etc) with a bit of grated cheese – or, if you are daring enough to do it the 
Norman way, add thin slices of camembert !

*sweet : once done, add butter and jam, or sugar and pure lemon juice for the classics. If you 
want a more sophisticated crêpe, try the 'Poire Belle-Hélène' (pear, vanilla ice cream, hot dark 
chocolate and almonds) or the 'Pêche Melba' (peach, vanilla ice cream, raspberry sauce, 
almonds) !

Bretons and Normans will tell you that the only beverage 
you can drink with a crêpe is cider. But how to choose 
between sweet (cidre doux), medium-dry (demi-sec) and 
dry (cidre brut) ? Here are a few tips.

Sweet cider is fruity and fresh, with more sugar and less 
alcohol than the other types of cider. It thus matches quite 
well desserts but also fresh vegetables such as tomatoes 
and peppers. It is also used for cocktails.

Medium-dry cider is a good compromise between sweet 
and dry. It can accompany everything, from starters to 
desserts.

Dry cider matches well with fish and sea-food, but also 
with meat and gravy, as it is less sugary. It accompanies 
cheese perfectly too. If you are having a chocolate 
dessert, then choose this one rather than sweet cider.

Which cider 
to choose ?

Bon appétit !



What's on this month ?

Fly Me to the Moon 
31st January - 18th February 2012, Grand Opera House

By Mary Jones
GBL Productions

This new black comedy investigates whether we are valued more in life 
or in death

For tickets, visit www.goh.co.uk
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Amra Choluim Chille Exhibition
1st February - 9th March 2012, Linen Hall Library
In association with Foras na Gaeilge

This fascinating piece of Irish history is presented 
through artistic interpretations, from paintings to 
calligraphy.

Woo at the Zoo Tour
11th February 2012, Belfast Zoo

Ruffed lemurs are red, peacocks are blue, romance your loved one, with a 
tour of Belfast Zoo ! Enjoy a guided tour of the zoo, this Valentines, to learn 

more about ‘animals in love’. Why do gibbons sing to each other and why 
do penguins give their mate a pebble? Find out at our ‘woo at the zoo’ tour.

Tickets cost £12 (including zoo admission) and must be bought 
beforehand.

Film Night : Bond & Beyond
11th February 2012, Belfast Waterfront

In a tribute to the late film composer, John Barry, the Ulster 
Orchestra presents an evening of his music, from his famous 
James Bond soundtracks to award-winning scores such as Out of 
Africa or Dance with the Wolves.
Tickets from £10 to £28 on www.ulsterorchestra.co.uk

Indoor Athletics
11th - 12th February 2012, Odyssey Arena

The arena will be transformed into a showcase for top-class athletics, 
acting as trials for places on the Irish team for the European Indoor 

Championships and the 2012 Olympics in London.



If you would like to participate in writing 
the next PG Voice issue, please submit 
your articles, reviews, ideas to 
pg.voice@qub.ac.uk

PG Ads
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Happy New Year ! 

Spaghetti Western Orchestra
26th February 2012, The Ulster Hall

With over 100 instruments, the musicians will perform Ennio Morricone's 
classics from movies such as The Good, The Bad and The Ugly or For a 
Few Dollars More.

Street Art, Tags not Labels
9th December 2011 - 4th March 2012, Ulster Museum

Local artists are set to exhibit their work alongside some of the 
biggest names like Bansky. This is a touring exhibition from the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, featuring 30 street artists now indoors !
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